WHO WE ARE:
Students interested in an education that emphasizes an understanding of human behavior should consider a major in psychology. An education that focuses on behavior principles is valuable for anyone whose future involves interacting with others. Psychology faculty conduct research from the single brain cell level to how an individual interacts in the community. Students have opportunities for research experience that involve studying brain/behavioral relationships to cognitive and learning processes, as well as clinical and community psychology.

WEBSITE: psch.uic.edu

DEGREES OFFERED: Bachelor of Arts: Psychology, Applied Psychology; Bachelor of Science: Neuroscience; Master of Arts; PhD

POTENTIAL CAREER OPTIONS:
Psychologists pursue careers in such areas as clinical services, health services, business, industry, testing, education, and behavioral research. There are plenty of career opportunities for students with a bachelor’s degree in psychology, particularly in the areas of social work, healthcare, business, and human resources.

OPPORTUNITIES:
Psi Chi is the International Honor Society in Psychology, founded in 1929 for the purposes of encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining excellence in scholarship, and advancing the science of psychology. The Psi Chi chapter at UIC is very active which offers tutoring for all Psychology courses and events to meet faculty, learn how to get research experience and tips on how to get into graduate school.

WHERE YOU CAN FIND US:
Department of Psychology
Behavioral Sciences Building, 1st Floor